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MESSAGE
Lumen-apposing metal stents (LAMS) have been
recently developed to improve treatment outcomes
in the endoscopic management of pancreatic ﬂuid
collections (PFC), particularly in walled-off necrosis
(WON), to facilitate better drainage of necrotic
contents and minimise the risk of perforation and
peritoneal leakage. In an ongoing randomised trial,
we observed serious adverse events that included
delayed bleeding, buried stent syndrome and biliary
stricture that necessitated a change in the management protocol for patients with PFC treated with
LAMS.

IN MORE DETAIL
Randomised trials comparing endoscopic and surgical techniques for the management of PFCs have
favoured the endoscopic approach.1 2 Endoscopy is
less expensive, associated with shorter hospital stay
and the clinical outcomes are comparable. To
compare the clinical outcomes of patients undergoing
endoscopic drainage of WON using LAMS or plastic
stents, a randomised trial (NCT02685865) was
initiated at our institution. Included in the study were
patients with symptomatic WON measuring >6 cm
in size and located adjacent to the gastric or duodenal
lumen. Excluded were patients with pseudocysts,
WON inaccessible for endoscopic ultrasound-guided
drainage and irreversible coagulopathy. The LAMS
(Hot AXIOS, Boston Scientiﬁc) used in this trial had
a single-step cautery-tipped delivery system with
dimensions of 15 mm (diameter) by 10 mm (length).
In the plastic stent cohort, two 7 Fr by 4 cm double
pigtail stents were deployed after dilation of the
transmural tract to 12 mm. Per study protocol, a
follow-up CT was obtained at 4–6 weeks after the
index intervention to assess treatment response with
treatment success deﬁned as resolution of WON to
<3 cm in conjunction with symptom relief. The
main outcome measure was to compare the median
number of interventions required to achieve treatment success. The secondary outcome measures were
to compare the rates of treatment success and clinical
and stent-related adverse events. The total sample
size was estimated at 62 patients.
In this ongoing trial (started in February 2016),
21 patients have been randomised so far to LAMS
(n=12) or plastic stents (n=9). A decision was
made to conduct an interim audit because of a
higher than anticipated procedural adverse event
rate. Stent-related adverse events were observed in
six of 12 patients randomised to LAMS compared
with none in the plastic stent cohort (50.0 vs 0%,

p=0.019). The adverse events included delayed
bleeding after hospital discharge in three patients,
buried stent syndrome in two and obstructive jaundice secondary to stent-induced biliary stricture in
one. All adverse events were observed beginning
3 weeks after the index intervention. An emergent
CT scan performed at the time of the adverse event
occurrence revealed WON resolution in all six
patients.

Bleeding
Three patients presented with severe GI bleeding
requiring intensive care unit admissions and blood
transfusions at 3 (n=1) and 5 weeks (n=2)
post-LAMS placement. On endoscopic ultrasound
(EUS) examination, interlacing vessels were visualised
within the distal ﬂange of the LAMS (ﬁgure 1, see
online supplementary video 1), with CT angiograms
conﬁrming pseudoaneurysms in all three patients.
All patients were successfully managed by interventional radiology (IR)-guided coil embolisation.

Buried LAMS syndrome
In two patients, the LAMS were found buried
under the gastric mucosa on ﬂuoroscopy when they
presented for routine outpatient endoscopic stent
removal at 5 and 6 weeks post-index procedure. In
one of the patients, endoscopic stent retrieval
resulted in massive haemorrhage requiring
IR-guided coil embolisation. In the other patient,
the buried LAMS was retrieved after transmural
tract dilation using large diameter biopsy forceps
(ﬁgure 2A, B, see online supplementary video 2).

Biliary stricture
One patient presented with obstructive jaundice at
5 weeks post-LAMS placement. At endoscopic
retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP), he
had a distal biliary stricture secondary to mechanical compression induced by the LAMS that had
been deployed via the duodenal bulb. The LAMS
was removed and the patient was treated successfully at ERCP by the placement of a single 10 Fr
plastic biliary stent (ﬁgure 2C, see online supplementary video 3).

COMMENTS
In this ongoing study, we observed a high rate of
adverse events in patients with WON treated using
LAMS. None of these adverse events were encountered intraprocedurally but rather manifested late
or were evident only at the time of clinical
follow-up.
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Lumen-apposing metal stents (LAMS) for pancreatic
ﬂuid collection (PFC) drainage: may not be business
as usual
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Figure 2 Endoscopic view revealed mucosal overgrowth (A) over a buried lumen-apposing metal stent (LAMS), which was visualised at
ﬂuoroscopy (B). Fluoroscopic image in a patient presenting with obstructive jaundice revealed a distal biliary stricture on cholangiogram and the
LAMS compressing the distal bile duct (C).

Bleeding is a well-recognised intraprocedural adverse event
encountered in patients undergoing endoscopic transmural
drainage of PFCs.3 Late bleeding when observed is mostly due
to underlying coagulopathy. In a recent meta-analysis that compared the metal and plastic stents for endoscopic transmural
drainage of PFCs, there was no difference in the rate of haemorrhage between the two stent groups.4 However, the majority of
patients in the metal stent cohort were treated using fully
covered biliary metal stents and not LAMS. Furthermore, the
number of patients in the fully covered metal stent cohort were
small compared with the plastic stent cohort and as a result, the
true incidence of adverse events related to the use of fully
covered metal stents is not known. All three patients in our
study presented with delayed bleeding at weeks 3 (n=1) and 5
(n=2) after placement of the LAMS. Based on our preliminary
data, we hypothesise that plastic stents likely gravitate towards
the GI lumen as the PFC resolves, whereas LAMS remain in
place with the resultant friction against regional vasculature surrounding the necrotic cavity precipitating bleeding (ﬁgure 3).
This was conﬁrmed by EUS and CT angiography in all three
patients.
In two patients who presented for follow-up endoscopy at
weeks 5 and 6 after LAMS placement, we observed gastric
mucosal overgrowth leading to buried stent syndrome. In a
recent case series of two patients who had undergone LAMS
placement for PFC and gallbladder drainage, buried stent
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syndrome was observed at 3 and 4 months, respectively.5 Unlike
the long, freely mobile, double pigtail, plastic stents, LAMS are
short (10 mm) and fairly immobile. Therefore, following PFC
resolution, by virtue of their lumen-apposing property, the stent
may become deeply embedded in the gastric wall layers with
mucosal overgrowth resulting in buried stent syndrome.
Removal of the buried stent was technically challenging in both
of our patients. After passage of a guidewire via an ERCP
cannula, the transmural tract was dilated to 12 mm using a
radial expansion balloon. Attempts at endoscopic retrieval using
rat-tooth forceps and a 15 mm stone extraction balloon were
both unsuccessful and only the use of large 8 mm biopsy
forceps was successful in retrieving the buried LAMS. However,
this precipitated massive bleeding in one patient that required
IR-guided coil embolisation.
In one patient who presented with obstructive jaundice at
5 weeks post-LAMS placement, the LAMS was found to be
compressing the distal common bile duct. It is likely that after
WON resolution, the distal ﬂange of the LAMS impinged on
the bile duct impeding bile ﬂow. To our knowledge, this
LAMS-related adverse event has not been previously reported.
Traditionally, patients with PFCs have been treated mainly
with 7 or 10 Fr, double pigtail, plastic stents and have undergone a follow-up CT scan at 6 weeks to assess treatment
response. In the present study, all adverse events were observed
from 3 weeks after LAMS placement or were evident at 6-week
2055
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Figure 1 Endoscopic view revealed blood in the lumen-apposing metal stent (A) with EUS revealing interlacing vessels at the distal ﬂange (B),
which was treated by interventional radiology-guided coil embolisation (C).
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believe that these observations are important given the increasing use of LAMS for PFC drainage in recent times.
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Figure 4 Scatter plot showing the incidence of adverse events
following lumen-apposing metal stent (LAMS) insertion over time.

follow-up (ﬁgure 4). We hypothesise that the wide diameter of
the LAMS facilitates better drainage of the necrotic contents
leading to faster resolution of the PFC. However, once the PFC
resolves, the LAMS by virtue of its immobility impinges on the
adjacent vasculature or organs leading to bleeding, occlusion or
becomes deeply buried in the gastric wall layers. Therefore,
unlike in patients treated with plastic stents, to minimise adverse
events and maximise treatment effects, a follow-up CT scan to
assess treatment response must be obtained at three, rather than
6 weeks, followed by LAMS removal if the PFC has resolved.
Alternatively, given the high costs associated with CT imaging,
transabdominal ultrasound could be an alternative imaging
modality to assess treatment response.
These preliminary but important observations prompted a
change in our study and clinical practice protocols whereby a
CT scan is now obtained at 3 weeks in all patients treated with
LAMS followed by stent removal if the PFC has resolved. We
2056
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Figure 3 Illustration of the concept of delayed bleeding with the use of lumen-apposing metal stent (LAMS). The LAMS remains in situ with
collapse of the walled-off necrosis cavity and precipitates bleeding (A), whereas the freely mobile double pigtail plastic stents gravitate towards the
gastric lumen (B).

